Renowned Teacher and Humanitarian, Sarah Bowling, Authors Revolutionary
New Book
Sarah Bowling is set to release Jesus Chicks; proceeds to benefit her global humanitarian
organization, Saving Moses.
Greenwood Village, CO (PRWEB) February 19, 2015 -- As an internationally recognized speaker and
humanitarian, Sarah Bowling is a voice of hope for many. Her discerning insights equip her to deliver authentic
messages wherever she speaks. That ability now translates into a revolutionary new book.
Jesus Chicks details the stories of women in the Bible whose lives were transformed by a first-hand encounter
with Jesus. Sarah’s relational narrative illustrates the everyday women of the Gospels in a modern day context.
The book promises to encourage readers, demonstrating how to apply the lessons of these normal ladies who
encountered Jesus, to our modern lives today.
Jesus Chicks is available for purchase now for $10.00; click here. Ebook versions are also available for $1.99 at
Smashwords. All of the proceeds from the sale of the book benefit Sarah’s humanitarian organization, Saving
Moses, an organization committed to saving babies all over the world where the need is most urgent and the
care is least available.
For complete promotional and product details regarding this book visit: www.jesuschicks.org. For more
information on the mission and work of Saving Moses you can visit: www.savingmoses.org.
About Sarah Bowling:
Sarah Bowling wants to live in a world where hugs are given in place of handshakes, conversations are face to
face, and sharing a cup of coffee opens a new world of dialogue and friendship.
As an internationally recognized speaker and humanitarian, Sarah is a voice of hope for many. She is a
discerning teacher of the Bible and her insights equip her to deliver authentic messages wherever she speaks,
empowering her audiences to connect to the Bible in their everyday living. Sarah’s Bible teaching is
demonstrated in her work with Saving Moses, an organization committed to identifying the urgent needs of
babies and toddlers around the world where the help is least available. Compassion fuels her to develop and
implement the revolutionary programs established by Saving Moses.
Sarah leads a prolific lifestyle where genuine love isn’t just projected, but expressed tangibly. When she is not
enjoying a nice cup of coffee, or traveling and teaching, she is busy raising three children with her husband,
Reece Bowling, the pastor of Orchard Road Christian Center.
For more information about Sarah, her speaking engagements, or to read more of her work on her blog, please
visit: www.sarahbowling.me, call 303.729.1213, or email info(at)jesuschicks(dot)org.
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Contact Information
Marilyn Hickey Ministries
Marilyn Hickey Ministries
http://MarilynAndSarah.org
(888)-637-4545
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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